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A B S T R A C T

With the rapid development of high speed railway all around the world, the real-time monitoring is absolutely
necessary for the safety running of high speed train. However, traditional monitoring method requires external
power supply, and wired system makes the monitoring messy. Here, we reported a self-powered wireless smart
sensor, powered by vibration energy of trains via a maglev porous nanogenerator (MPNG) when the train is
running. Integrated MPNG including a triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), which delivers a peak power
density of 0.34 mW/g at 50 MΩ, and an electromagnetic generator (EMG), which delivers a peak power density
of 0.12 mW/g at 700 Ω. Through a power management circuit (PMC), the MPNG is proved to power 400
commercial light-emitting diodes (LEDs). What's more, various supercapacitors and Li-ion battery can be
charged by MPNG arrays, where the supercapacitor of 0.1 F can be charged from 0 V to 3 V in approximately
350 s. A wireless smart sensor can be sustainably powered by MPNG arrays, transmitting real-time data to a
cellphone, demonstrating the capability for Internet of Things, especially in the train monitoring system.

1. Introduction

Train monitoring methods have been increasingly enriched along
with the development of high speed railway system [1,2]. Combining
Internet of Things with train monitoring becomes a tendency [3].
However, an external power source, such as a supercapacitor or Li-ion
battery, is needed for sensors and other electronics for communica-
tions. As time goes by, this kind of traditional power supply mode
becomes more and more unpractical and unfavorable, mainly for the
limited battery lifetime, large scope, messy arrangement of wires and
potential environmental hazards [4–6]. In this regard, an ideal solution
is to use an energy harvester instead of battery, realizing a self-powered
monitoring system.

Vibration, as one of the most attractive energy sources, is proved to
be availably harvested [7–11]. What's more, the vibration induced by
train is badly common while the train is running, resulting an
enormous potential in energy harvesting. Generally, there are several
methods for energy converting, including electromagnetic [12–14],
piezoelectric [15–20], triboelectric [21–27], and electrostatic [28]
effects. More recently, the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) [29–

35] has been highlighted due to its simplicity, low cost, and light
weight. In TENG, by utilizing the conjunction of contact electrification
and electrostatic induction, a periodic contact and separation between
two materials with different charge affinities drives induced electrons
to move between two electrodes through an external resistance [36–
42]. Compared to electromagnetic generator (EMG), TENG has a high
voltage with a low current. In contrast, EMG has a low voltage with a
high current. What's more, TENG has a high power density, but it is
limited to power some larger devices sustainably. By integrating two
energy convert units [43–45], a higher power density unit has been
proved to power many devices sustainably.

In this work, we have developed a maglev porous nanogenerator
(MPNG), integrating a TENG and an EMG, which is proved to harvest
vibration energy from trains for wireless smart sensors. The device has
a maglev structure, effectively combining TENG and EMG. The bottom
magnet suspends the middle magnet due to the magnetic force, causing
the space between two triboelectric materials for TENG working. Thus,
TENG and EMG can work together. On the other hand, the well-
designed structure makes the working frequency of MPNG match more
closely with the frequency of the train when it is running. It is worth
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mentioning that the Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) of TENG is porous
electret, enhancing the property of triboelectricity in some degree.
Through a power management, MPNG can power about 400 commer-
cial light-emitting diodes (LEDs) continuously. What's more, charging
supercapacitors and Li-ion battery up to 3 V when connected to the
wireless smart sensor has been proved. And the real-time data can be
transmitted to cellphone. Individually, TENG delivers a power density
of 0.34 mW/g, while EMG delivers a power density of 0.12 mW/g. In
the long term, this work can push forward a revolutionary step toward
train monitoring system without external power source or messy
arrangement of wires.

2. Results and discussion

Fig. 1a illustrates the schematic diagram of developed smart sensor
applied in the bogies by using the energy converted from the train
vibration in train-running process. As a convenience, the signal
submitted from the smart sensor can be receipted indoor, for example
in the operation room. Bogies (shown in Fig. 1b) are the most
important for safety monitoring of the train system. As demonstrated
in Fig. 1c, energy is harvested from train vibration by MPNG arrays
placed on the bogies for the wireless smart sensor (Fig. 1d) through a
power management system (Fig. 1e). In the power management, the

Fig. 1. Structural design of self-powered wireless smart sensor applied in train monitoring system. (a) Schematic illustration of the developed smart sensor applied in (b) the bogies by
using the energy converted from the train vibration in train-running process. Energy harvested by (c) MPNG array, and then powers (d) the wireless smart sensor through (e) the power
management circuit. (f) A general illustration and detailed structure of MPNG. (g) SEM image showing the polymer porous structure of the PTFE.
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separated alternating current (AC) from TENGs and EMGs of MPNGs
respectively can be transformed to direct current (DC), and then pre-
stored together in supercapacitors. Finally, the smart sensor can be
powered when connected to the power management circuit (PMC). The
individual MPNG structure design is illustrated in Fig. 1f. Two
aluminum foils on the substrates and two pieces of porous PTFE on
both sides of the middle magnet constitute a typical TENG. In case of
EMG, it consists of a bottom magnet, a middle magnet and a copper
circuit on the upper substrate sequentially. A detailed schematic
illustration of the fabrication diagram is presented in Fig. S1. To
enhance the electrical performance of TENG, porous PTFE is applied as
triboelectric material. A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of
porous PTFE film is presented in Fig. 1f. The porous structure provides
a rough surface, leading to a larger effective contact area when TENG is
working. Thus, the output of electrical performance is improved.
Furthermore, the inside micro hole of the porous PTFE improves the
charge storage stability, signifying a long working lifetime and working
stability [46–48].

Working principle can be described as movement of the middle
magnet briefly, as shown in Fig. 2a. At first, the bottom PTFE on the
middle magnet is connected fully with the bottom Al electrode, which
results in no current in the coil or the peripheral circuit. When the
middle magnet with PTFE moves up on account of the external
vibration, the electrons can be injected from the upper Al electrode
to the bottom electrode through the peripheral circuit due to the
different triboelectric polarities. In this process, the magnetic flux of
the coil varies because of the decreasing distance between the upper
coil and the middle magnet, resulting in the current in the coil. Then,
the magnet continues moving up, and there will be a full connect
between the PTFE on the upper side of magnet and the upper
aluminum electrode. When they connect fully, there is a balance on
the electric potential between PTFE and the aluminum electrode.
Hence, the electron will not move. And there is no change about the
flux of the coil, resulting no current. In the following process, similar to
the previous process, PTFE and Al electrode start to separate, leading
to the imbalance on electric potential. The electron will be injected
from the bottom electrode to the upper one. Meanwhile, according to
Lenz's law, an opposite current in direction can be generated in the coil.

Finally, the PTFE on the magnet has a full connect with the bottom Al
electrode, the same as the initial state and completing a whole cycle of
electricity generation. To accurately elucidate the working principle,
COMSOL Multiphysics was employed to simulate the magnetic field
and electrostatic field distributions of MPNG in Fig. 2b and c
respectively. The magnetic poles of two magnets are set as Fig. S2.
As a consequence, via delivering AC by TENG and EMG, the MPNG is
capable to convert vibration energy to electricity. A dynamic principle
can be seen in Movie 1.

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2017.05.018.

To systematically investigate the output performance of the fabri-
cated MPNG in harvesting vibration energy, a standard vibration
shaker system has been employed as a shake source with available
frequencies. As demonstrated in Fig. S3, TENG has a peak open-circuit
voltage measured 43.8 V under 20 Hz with a peak short-circuit current
of 1.39 μA. In addition, the half width of TENG is about 20 Hz,
indicating a relatively wide frequency range to harvest energy. Under
20 Hz, Fig. S4a and b show open-circuit voltage and short-circuit
current curves respectively. To obtain the optimum output power, the
output voltage and current are measured under various external load
resistances. As depicted in Fig. 3a, the output current reduces, while
the output voltage increases with the gradually increased resistances.
Especially ranging from 1 MΩ to 1 GΩ, the change is sharp. Similar to
TENG, EMG shows a half width of 19 Hz both in voltage and current,
as demonstrated in Fig. S5. EMG can deliver a peak voltage of 7.7 V
(Fig. S6a) and a peak current of 4.1 mA (Fig. S6b). Compared with
TENG, the matched resistance of EMG is lower. Fig. 3b shows that the
voltage and current change sharp between 100 Ω and 100 kΩ.
Instantaneous peak power density (calculated by Pd = I2R/M, as shown
in Supporting Information) is plotted in Fig. 3c (TENG) and Fig. 3d
(EMG). At a resistance of 50 MΩ, TENG has a peak power density of
0.34 mW/g, while EMG delivers a peak power density of 0.12 mW/g at
700 Ω.

To explore the adaptive capacity to environment further, MPNG has
been rinsed by water. As demonstrated in Fig. 3e, water has hardly
influenced the output of TENG. The same as TENG, the performance of
EMG reduces barely, as presented in Fig. 3f. For a visual demonstra-

Fig. 2. Electricity generation process of the MPNG. (a) Schematic diagram of MPNG including TENG and EMG. Simulation of (b) magnetic field and (c) electrostatic field employed by
COMSOL Multiphysics for elucidation.
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tion, LEDs lighted by MPNG are applied. The green LEDs are lighted by
TENG, while the blue LEDs are lighted by EMG, as shown in Fig. 3g, h
and Movie 2. There are few differences between brightness of LEDs
lighted by dry MPNG and the one after rinsing, clearly presenting the
excellent environmental stability of MPNG.

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2017.05.018.

Electrical energy is often stored in energy storage devices, so an
exploration about charging capability of MPNG is applied. Fig. 4a
presents a circuit diagram of the PMC. If the charging energy storage is

Fig. 3. Output performance of the fabricated MPNG. Measured output voltage and current signal of the (a) TENG and (b) EMG on the different external loading resistances. Calculated
power density of the (c) TENG and (d) EMG on the different external loading resistances. Comparison of short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage between (e) dry MPNG and (f) the
one after rinsing by water. The LEDs lighted by (g) dry MPNG and the one after rinsing by water.
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directly connected to electronics through rectifiers, the supplied power
gradually decreases as the discharging processes. Therefore, a power
management system is necessary. Fig. 4a presents the PMC, including a
pre-store device, DC-DC converter, and a capacitor for stable output.
Usually, supercapacitor is a good choice for its rapid charge and
discharge [49–51]. Voltage curves of charging different supercapacitors
are presented in Fig. 4b, c by MPNG arrays through PMC, where the
supercapacitor of 0.1 F can be charged from 0 V to 3 V in approxi-
mately 350 s. What's more, the charge curves of different super-
capacitors vary, as presented detailedly in Fig. 4c. On the other hand,
Li-ion battery [52], as the most commonly used energy storage device,
can be charged effectively by MPNG via PMC, shown in Fig. 4d. From
2.1 V, below the safety voltage, Li-ion battery can be charged to about
3.1 V in about 1800 s, where most electronics can work well. As an
addition, MPNG has a light weight of 43.18 g, where individual mass

fractions of MPNG are displayed in Fig. 4e. Magnets of 31.72 g and the
coil of 2.65 g are only used by EMG, PTFE of 0.09 g and electrodes of
0.07 g are only used by TENG, and the common part including case of
4.20 g and substrates of 4.45 g, where can be seen that TENG is much
lighter than EMG. In response to this, the power density of TENG
(Fig. 3c) is higher than EMG (Fig. 3d).

For application in bogies of train, MPNG arrays were fabricated and
the corresponding self-powdered wireless smart sensor were demon-
strated in Fig. 5a. Fig. 5b shows the desirable bendability MPNG
arrays, illustrating some degree of bendability, which is more adaptive
in shapes. Furthermore, it is more convenient to be carried. As a
consequence, the wireless smart sensor (Fig. 5c) can be powered
sustainably. In detail, Fig. 5d shows a typical charge curve at first,
where the supercapacitor of 4.7 mF can be charged from 0 V to 3.3 V in
about 29 s. When the wireless smart sensor is turned on, the curve of

Fig. 4. Charging characteristics of the MPNG. (a) Circuit diagram of the power management system. (b) Voltage curves of charging different supercapacitors and (c) enlarged view
showing different charging rate on different supercapacitor. (d) Voltage curve showing the cycle of a Li-ion battery. (e) Individual mass fractions of the MPNG.
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voltage starts to drop and then rises again. The green part in Fig. 5e, an
enlarged view, presents a whole cycle. The decreasing curve indicates
that data is transmitted, and the consumption is larger than the
produced electricity energy by MPNG arrays. After transmitting, the
curve turns back to 3.3 V, owing to the lower power consumption. As
shown in Fig. 5f, the cellphone displays the indoor environment
parameters with a temperature of 23.4 °C and humidity of 39.6%,
and the environment is wild. After heated by hot-wind blower, the
temperature turns to 29.8 °C, with the degree of comfort becomes hot,
as displayed in Fig. 5g and Movie 3. Finally, after breathing to it by
human, the humidity increases sharply, and the cellphone exhibits the
word of wet and 86.3% (shown in Fig. 5h and Movie 4). What's more,
MPNG arrays can also power LEDs as a power supply (shown in Fig. S7
and Movie 5).

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2017.05.018.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated a MPNG including a TENG and
an EMG to harvest vibration energy of trains for sustainably powering a
wireless smart sensor. Under a frequency of 20 Hz, TENG has a peak

open-circuit voltage of 43.8 V and short-circuit current of 1.39 μA, as
well as EMG's maximal open-circuit voltage of 7.7 V and short-circuit
current of 4.1 mA. Connected to external resistance, TENG can deliver
a peak power density of 0.34 mW/g at 50 MΩ, while EMG has a
maximal power density of 0.12 mW/g at 700 Ω. After integrated,
MPNG can charge various supercapacitors and Li-ion battery through
PMC. When connected to the PMC with MPNG arrays, wireless smart
sensor can transmit data to cellphone, showing temperature and
humidity. What's more, MPNG can also power LEDs for illumination
as an emergency power supply. This designed MPNG has a potential for
wireless monitoring without external power supply, especially in the
train monitoring system.

4. Experimental section

4.1. Fabrication of the device

The frame work of this device was structured by two acrylic
substrates and an acrylic tube. First, two acrylic sheets were fabricated
by using a laser cutter as substrates. Secondly, a small magnet was
placed in the bottom substrate, and a piece of aluminum foil was fixed
on the top side of the bottom substrate. Then, a cylinder magnet above

Fig. 5. Demonstrate of wireless smart sensor powered by MPNGs. Photographs of (a) the array of MPNG and (b) the bended one. (c) Photograph of wireless smart sensor. (d) Charging
curve and (e) the enlarged one of a 4.7 mF supercapacitor connected to sensor. Photographs (f) when the sensor is working, (g) after heated, and (h) after humidified powered.
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the bottom substrate was fixed with porous Polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) on the two sides. Next, the acrylic tube was placed, coving the
magnet. Finally, another aluminum foil and a copper coil was fixed on
the two sides of the other acrylic substrate. As a result, the device is
composed of a triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) and an electro-
magnet generator (EMG) within a one-body package.

4.2. Measurement of the device

The output voltage signals were measured by a low-noise voltage
preamplifier (Keithley 6514 system electrometer). The output current
voltage signals were measured by a low-noise current preamplifier
(Stanford Research SR570). The vibration source was generated by a
vibration shaker (DONGLING TECH ESS-025). The microstructure of
surface was observed by SEM (JEOL JSM-7001F).
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